
Select a significant word from the passage you are studying (see 1 Thes. 4:17, “caught”). 

Find the word alphabetically in Strong’s concordance and note its assigned reference number (“caught,”

#726). 

Find the Greek/Hebrew word in the corresponding dictionary section in the back of the concordance by its

assigned reference number (#726, “harpazo”). 

Note such information in the dictionary as:  the English transliteration, a pronunciation guide (if provided), the

root word (if provided), a brief definition, and the different ways it is translated into English in your Bible

(depending on what version you are using). 

You can even do a “topical, exegetical Bible study” of this word/concept. Go back in your concordance again

and find the English word (“caught”) alphabetically. Note all the passages where this specific Greek/Hebrew

word is used by it's assigned number (#726). Find, read and make notes from each passage on how this word is

used in context .

The Bible was originally written in the Hebrew (Old Testament) and, primarily, Greek (New Testament) languages.  

In many cases these original languages have shades of meaning that do not carry over completely into English. 

 For this reason, especially when it comes to the task of interpretation, it is quite helpful to do word studies of key

biblical terms. 

 

The good news is that you do not have to be a Hebrew or Greek scholar to gain understanding of biblical

languages.  Through the process of word studies, using such tools as exhaustive concordances (Strong’s) and

expository dictionaries, you can uncover rich nuggets of biblical truth. 

 
How to do a simple Word Study using an exhaustive Strong’s concordance: 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Introduction to Word Studies

A short cut is to use such tools as an Interlinear Bible, Vine’s Expository Dictionary, and The Englishman’s

Concordance, etc. You can do all of this using a free online website like biblehub.com. (Note: All King James and

New American Standard concordances use the Strong’s numbering system. Concordances for other translations

use their own numbering systems.)

Example: You can do a

word study of “the

Rapture” from 1 Thess.

4:17: “Then we who are

alive and remain will be

caught up together with

them in the clouds to

meet the Lord in the air…”


